[The stathmin-tubulin interaction and the regulation of the microtubule assembly].
Stathmin family proteins interact with tubulin and negatively regulate its assembly in microtubules. One stathmin molecule forms a complex with two alphabeta tubulin heterodimers in an interaction that is weakened upon stathmin phosphorylation. The X-ray structure of crystals of the complex reveals a head-to-tail arrangement of the two tubulins which are connected by a long stathmin alpha helix. By holding tubulins in a curved complex that is not incorporated in microtubules, stathmin lowers the pool of "assembly competent" tubulin. An alternate mechanism has been also proposed to account for the stathmin action in vivo; it involves a direct interaction of stathmin with microtubule (+) ends. More experiments are needed to evaluate the relative contribution of this alternative mechanism to the regulation of tubulin assembly by stathmin.